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Characteristics

Tame Environmental Problem

Wicked Environmental Problem

Definition and
nature of the
problem

❖ Clear definition of the problem
elicits the solution

❖ Disagreement as to definition of the
problem as each possible solution
changes the problem

❖ Outcome determined by whether
solution is successful or not
❖ Scientific based protocols
guide solutions

It depends on the type
of problem.

❖ Problem associated with low
uncertainty as to system
components and outcomes
❖ Shared values as to desirability
of outcomes
❖ Problem largely unchanging
across time

Social context
and type of
knowledge

Problem
resolution
Examples of
problems

Source: Barnett, Henriques & Husted (2018)

❖ Problem usually confined to
specific area
❖ Handled by limited number of
stakeholders including those who
created the problem – a mostly
private problem
❖ Solution dictates the
knowledge necessary to proceed
❖ Few stakeholders, so easier to
bargain for solution
❖ Point pollution (single source of
pollution is known), food
contamination, soil erosion, energy
efficiency

❖ No single outcome - assessment
whether things are better or worse
❖ Solution(s) based on judgement
of multiple stakeholders
❖ Problem is associated with high
uncertainty as to system components
and outcomes
❖ No shared values with respect to
societal goals
❖ Problem changes over time

❖ Problem not confined to specific
area or region
❖ Public problem dispersed amongst a
host of actors that cannot be resolved
by a single actor alone
❖ Requires co-creation of
knowledge to bridge social,
environmental & economic tensions
❖ No definitive solution; depends on
judgements of many key
stakeholders
❖ Climate change, income inequality,
biodiversity, deforestation, water,
poverty

It depends on the type
and amount of
pressure.

Source: Barnett, Henriques & Husted (2018)

Business Model
Innovation

Sustainability is
increasingly seen
as a driver for
business model
innovation

Sustainability

The Business &
Society Special
Issue on
“Collaborative Cross
Sector Business
Models for
Sustainability”
Social and environmental
partnerships

Business models for
sustainability cut
across organisational
and sectoral
boundaries

Cross-Sector
Collaboration

Sustainability challenges require cross-sector
collaboration between stakeholders from
state, market, and civil society for the cocreation of value

Source: Pedersen, Lüdeke-Freund, Henriques & Seitanidi, 2021)
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